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DECISION AND  DIRECTION OF ELECTION

.

On May 2, 1990, Local 1303, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the
Union) filed a petition with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations (the Labor Board) seeking to be certified as the
representative of a unit of dispatchers employed by the Town of
Redding  (the Town). Acting on the investigation and
recommendation of Assistant Agent Harold Lynch, on July 9, 1990,
Board Agent John W. Kingston directed an election to determine
whether the three full-time dispatchers who were working forty :.
hours per week desired to be represented by the Union. Lynch had.
recommended limiting the election to those three dispatchers
based on his conclusion that 1) several dispatchers whose
inclusion was sought by the Union were seasonal employees
excluded from the statutory definition of 18employee88  and 2)
"contrary to the Town's assertion, Dispatcher R. Lindeborn was
not a supervisor and thus should be included in the unit."

An election was held on August 10, 1990. As reflected in
the Report Upon Secret Ballot, seven ballots were cast, including
four challenged ballots of dispatchers working less than 40 hours
per week. The Town believed that Lindeborn would also vote a
challenged ballot,
challenge was made.

but, perhaps due to a misunderstanding, no
Lindeborn may have cast a regular ballot,

although there is some uncertainty in the record on this point.
Of the three unchallenged ballots, all were cast in favor of
representation by the Union.



Pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. Section 7-471, and Regulations
of Connecticut State Agencies, Sections 7-471-12, 7-471-13, and
7-471-16, a hearing on the unit composition, challenged ballots
and Lindeborn's  stat.us  was held on December 5, 1990. Both
parties were provided a full opportunity to adduce evidence,
examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument. All
parties filed briefs, the last of which was received on February
8, 1991.

The issues before us are whether various part-time
dispatchers should be included in the unit, and whether Lindeborn
is a supervisor and thus should be excluded from the unit.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The Town of Redding  is a municipal employer within the
meaning of the Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act).

2. The Union is an'employee organization within the meaning
of the Act.

,3. The Town commenced operation of an emergency dispatching
center in or about November, 1989, a center which reports to the
Emergency Communications Board, which was created for this
oversight function. The Dispatching Center is separate from the
police, fire and emergency departments which it services.

4. When the Town opened the center, the Emergency
Communications Board hired a number of dispatchers with varying
schedules to provide 24 hour/day coverage.

5. At the time of the hearing in December, 1990, the
following hours and schedules were worked by employees which the
Union seeks to represent:

3 full-time dispatchers - 40 hours/week all year
(includes Lindeborn, Kulowiec, and Winter)

7 part-time disoatchers:
2 working 2 shift/week - (104 days/year)(Phillips and

Cande)
1 working 1 shift/week- (52 days/year)(Barnhardt)

-. 2 working 1 shift every 2 weeks - (26 days/year)'
(Napoleon and Crawford)

1 Although not included as one of our Findings of Fact, the
Assistant Agent's report -- Exhibit 2 -- indicates that there are
two additional dispatchers who work intermittently, but the Union
no longer seeks to include them in this unit, thereby rendering
their consideration unnecessary.
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6. Among the three full-time dispatchers is the so-called
"supervising dispatcher", Lindeborn.

7. The supervising dispatcher is paid on a salary basis at
a range of 18,720-19,344  per year, whereah  a regular full-time
dispatcher receives between $8.50 and $8.80 an hour. The
supervisory dispatcher is not paid overtime by the Town.

8. The supervising dispatcher performs the same dispatching
work as other dispatchers,
as do other dispatchers,

working his assigned shift by himself
but he also performs other duties.

9. One of his additional duties is scheduling personnel,
including substitutes, to cover all shifts.
report to him if they will be absent.

Dispatchers must

10. The supervising dispatcher carries a beeper which is
used to contact him, including at times when a question arises
concerning shift coverage.

11. The Town has an operations manual which describes the
supervising dispatcher position as follows in Section 4.02.00
(Exhibit 5):

Hired by the Redding  Communications Board, the Supervising
Dispatcher is the administrator of the department and
exercises authority over all personnel. The Supervising
Dispatcher is responsible for the day-to-day operation of
the Redding  Communications Center including but not limited
to the following: scheduling of personnel, processing of
administrative matters, periodic review and evaluation of
all personnel, overseeing all actions within the Redding
Communications Center. The Supervising Dispatcher reports
to the Communications Board and will carry out such duties
as indicated by their job description, as directed by this
manual, or as ordered by the Communications Board.

12. The job description of Supervising Dispatcher provides
as follows:

In addition to the duties and responsibilities of a
-. dispatcher, the supervising dispatcher is responsible for

scheduling personnel to cover all work shifts, evaluating
the performance of dispatchers, and reviewing, preparing and
forwarding reports to the Emergency Communications Board.

13. At the time of the hearing, the dispatching center had
only been functioning for approximately 13 months and procedures
were still in the development process.
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14. Although the manual and the job description refer to
the supervising dispatcher evaluating dispatchers, and there is
an approved evaluation form, there was no clear c'l,vidence
presented that this had occurred as of the time of the hearing.

15. The supervising dispatcher has reported to the
governing Board (at its monthly meeting), the monthly figures
regarding the breakdown .of  all calls as they are classified by
department and recorded by each dispatcher at the end of each
shift. Regular dispatchers do not make these reports.

16. There is no evidence that the supervising dispatcher
has spent any time on other dispatchers' shifts observing or
supervising their work.

17. The dispatchers were originally hired by the Emergency
Communications Board, not by Supervising Dispatcher Lindeborn,
who was hired after November, 1989.

18. The evidence did not establish whether or not Lindeborn
had interviewed any applicants since he began working, but the
Emergency Commission does have a screening committee for hiring.

19. The supervising dispatcher has not formulated policy, a
function of the Communications Board, but he does distribute to
the dispatchers any written procedures issued by that Board.

20. No evidence was submitted concerning how much time the
supervising dispatcher spends on llsupervisoryll duties.

21. Town witness and Selectman Henry Bielawa was not aware
of any issues having arisenduring the first year of Dispatching
Center operation which required the discipline of any dispatcher,
nor was there any other evidence presented concerning discipline.

22. Neither the dispatchers nor the supervising dispatcher'.
testified at the hearing.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Based on the evidence presented, Lindeborne is not a
supervisor within the meaning of the Act as of the date of the
Labor Board hearing in December, 1990, and accordingly is
included in the unit of full-time dispatchers.

2.
unit,

The unit of full-time dispatchers is an appropriate
as is the unit of part-time dispatchers, but if both the

full-time unit and the part-time unit so vote, they may be joined
into one unit.

3. New elections in the above-described units are ordered.
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DISCUSSION

We must decide the following issues in this case: 1) whether
the part-time dispatchers are employees within the meaning of the
Act, or excluded from its coverage as seasonal employees; 2) if
any of the part-time dispatchers are employees, what is their
status with respect to placement in a bargaining unit; 3) whether
the supervising dispatcher position is supervisory within the
meaning of the Act and consequently excluded from a unit of
nonsupervisory dispatchers. We address these issues in turn.

l.The  emolovee status of the Dart-time disoatchers.

The MERA  originally excluded from its coverage any employee
working less than 20 hours per week. See Conn. Gen. Stat.
Section 7-467(2)  (1977). The Act was amended in 1983 to exclude
from the definition of employee "part-time employees who work
less than twenty hours per week on a seasonal basis.'* P.A. 83-
503. This amendment then went on to define l@seasonal  basis11  as
"working for a period of not more than sixty-five working days in
any calendar year".
Act 85-40 t

This definition was further amended by Public

five",  and
which substituted "one  hundred twenty" for "sixty-
"calendar days"  for "working days",  so that Section 7-

467 (3) now reads in full: *'Seasonal  basis means working for a
period of not more than one hundred twenty calendar days in any
calendar year.@V2

The Town here argues that these exclusions bar the part-time
dispatchers from employee status if they do not work a total of
120 days in a calendar year.
construing statutes,

We reject this interpretation. In
we utilize the rules of statutory

construction used by courts. "The  intent of a statute is to be
determined from its language where the language is plain and
unambiguous.
(1962).

WI State v. Springer, 149 Conn. 244, 248, 178 A.2d  525
We find the statute very clear in its meaning -- the 120

days does not refer to a sum  of days in a year, but rather to a
period of days. The term @*period@q -- as well as the term

2 Thus, currently,
II

Sec. 7-467(2)  and (3) read as follows:
--..(2) VmployeeV1 means any employee of a municipal employer,

whether or not in the classified service of the municipal
employer, except elected officials, administrative officials,
board and commission members, certified teachers, part-time
employees who work less than twenty hours per week on a seasonal
basis, department heads and persons in such other positions as
may be excluded from coverage under sections 7-467 to 7-477,
inclusive, in accordance with subdivision (2) of section 7-471;
(3) ffSeasonal  basis" means working for a period of not more than
one hundred twenty calendar days in any calendar year..."
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"seasonal'o  --
interval,

refers to a sequential running of time, an
not to a tally of randomly spaced work days. Thus, a

part-time employee is only excluded if she works less than or
equal to 120 days in a relatively condensed time interval that
represents "seasonal" employment.

Our interpretation follows readily from both the dictionary
definition and the legislative history. Where the statute does
not define a term, the court may look to common understanding as
expressed in law and in dictionaries. Ziperstein v. Tax
Commissioner, 178 Conn. 493, 500 (1979). The American Heritage
Dictionary of the English Language, New College Edition, 1976,
defines the word "period" as meaning "an interval of time
characterized by the occurrence of certain events." Thus, the
key is the concept of a continuous interval or block of time, not
a tally of separate days within a year. In fact, we have dealt
with this definition in a somewhat different factual context in
Windsor Locks Police Department, Decision No. 2836 (1990). A
primary rule of statutory construction is that if the language of
the statute is clear, it is presumed that the words express the
intent of the legislature. State v. Smith, 194 Conn. 213, 222,
479 A.2d  814 (1984); Gomeau v. Forrest, 176 Conn. 523, 526, 409
A.2d  1006 (1979).

While we find no ambiguity in the meaning of the. statute,
our interpretation is confirmed by the legislative history.
clear intent of P.A. 83-503  was to extend the benefits of

The

collective bargaining to part-time employees, to the exclusion of
only those individuals employed seasonally, an exclusion that
resulted from a compromise to address the concerns of
municipalities who hired summer and other seasonal employees.
The amendment in P.A. 85-40 simply changed the definition of
seasonal, but did so consistent with those same concerns, and in
a manner that reinforced language restricting the interpretation
of seasonal to an interval or block of time.
that legislative history,

An in-depth look at
appears in the footnote.3 :

3 The clear intent of P.A. 83-503 was to extend the benefits
of collective bargaining to part-time employees, excluding only
seasonal employees. To begin with, P.A. 83-503 is encaptioned
"AN ACT INCLUDING PART-TIME MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES WITHIN COLLECTIVE
BARGAINING". The title of an act and the purpose the legislature
intended to accomplish by enactment is useful in determining
legislative intent.
194 (1974);

Miller v. Board of Education, 166 Conn. 189,
State v. Kozlowski, 199 Conn. 665, 678 (1986).

Secondly, the original proponents of P.A. 83-503 clearly intended
for part-time employees who worked less than 20 hours per week to
be included within the collective bargaining process.
testimony of Susan Bucknell,

See the
Executive Director of the Commission

on the Status of Women, and others who expressed concern for
part-time school cafeteria workers, the majority of who were
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women, Joint Standing Committee Hearings, Labor br Public
Employees, Pt.1,  1983, pp.1730175, 195, 199, 207, 218, 220, 223-
226, 228-230, 237-238. However, the bill's authors faced
opposition from municipalities who were concerned about the
effect such legislation would have upon their ability to hire
seasonal employees for certain periods of the year, such as the
summer where they would be required to extend the full benefit
package received by organized employees. Labor & Public
Employees, Pt.1,  1983, p.250. As Representative Rinker explains
in testimony before the General Assembly, the compromise reached,
known as House Amendment Schedule "ABt,  allowed part-time
employees to receive coverage of the Act while excluding
employees who were employed on a seasonal basis. H-339 Conn. Gen.
Ass. House Proc. 1983, Vo1.26, Pt.6, p.p.2251-2260. Only part-
time employees who work less than twenty hours per week on a
seasonal basis were excluded.
basis" to mean

Subsection (3) defined '@seasonal
"working for a period of not more than sixty-five

working days within any calendar year". These amendments became
effective October 1, 1983. However, two years later, the General
Assembly redefined 'lseasonal  basis*'
40), as

in Public Act 85-40 (P.A. 85-
"working for a period of not more than 120 calendar days

in any calendar year". Senator Hampton provided the explanation
for this second amendment:

"Yes  Mr. President. What this bill is it encourages
municipalities to have part-time students during the
summer months. What we have increased the time from 66
days to 120 days to allow these students that come from
college, probably the middle of May through the middle
of September, and they are not under the collective
bargaining act. There's no fiscal impact to the State
and the municipalities will probably save a little."

S-233 Conn.Gen.Ass.Sen.Proc., 1985, I--
Vo1.28, Pt.3 pp. 756-757.

While it is clear from Senator Hampton's remarks that he
intended seasonal employment to be a continuous block of time,
within the calendar year, his remarks are best understood when
examined in light of the earlier history of P.A. 83-503. It is
particularly noteworthy that the term "working days" was amended
by the 1985 act to calendar days. The term calendar allows all
consecutive days of.employment  in a count, rather than limiting a
count to days upon which work was actually performed.

This summary is drawn directly from our brief
in the pending appeal of Windsor Locks Police
Department  v. CSBLR,  Dk.No. CV-go-0384381 S.
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With respect to the 5 part-time dispatchers at issue in this
case, we note that none of them are working solely in an interval
of 120 days. Rather they are all working on an ongoing basis
spread over--and beyond--a year. We conclude that none of those
part-time dispatchers are excluded from employee status as "part-
time employees who work less than twenty hours per week on a
seasonal basis".
placement.

This leaves the question of their proper unit

2. The unit olacement  of the Dart-time disoatchers

As amended, the MERA now includes part-time employees, with
the limitation discussed above.
unit placement of part-timers.

Yet, it says nothing about the
We thus find it necessary to make

that determination using our traditional community of interest
criteria in the context of our prior case law.4

Much of our case law concerning part timers arose under our
private sector act (State Labor Relations Act). Very early, we
departed from the National Labor Relations Board's general
approach of including regular part-timers in units with full-time
employees. Using a Itcommunity  of interest" analysis, we
developed a rule that excluded from a bargaining unit those
employees working less than 50% of the full-time schedule. Our
rationale was that the interest of employment of employees
working below a certain level of "hours per week", was of a
different nature than that of full-timers. Often this is because
part-timers have other full-time jobs. We concluded that it
would be unfair to dilute the full-timers' interest in working
conditions by including the part-timers. Davidson & Leventhal,
Inc., Decision No. 120 (1948).' Subsequent cases under the SLRA
made adaptations in just where to make the cut off between unit

4 Comments by one of the legislative sponsors of the 1983
amendments refers to the fact that such traditional
criteria would control our unit determinations.

5 A related rationale was later expressed as follows "The
danger aimed at by the rule was the possible frustration of the
wishes of employees with a larger stake in their job by the votes
of those whose stake in this job was relatively slight. The rule
did not seek to disfranchise part-time workers except where it
was necessary to protect a substantial corps of full-time workers
from having their voting strength diluted, and perhaps
distorted." Thompson Board of Education, Decision No. 925 (1970)
[overruled on other grounds by New Britain Board of Education,
Decision No. 1201 (1974)].
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employees and those excluded as "too  part-time" to share common
interests --
schedule.6

it was not always as simple as 50% of the full time

Over time, the Board made exceptions to the application of
what came to be called the "20 houP rule, but it remained
committed to the rule's general application. Thus, in a few
cases under the private sector act where there was strong
evidence that the part-time and full-time employees m have an
extensive community of interest, the Board included both
categories in the same unit. See Yankee Silversmith, Inc.,
Decision No. 429 (1956); Danbury Hospital, Decision No. 1243
(1974).'

Because the MRRA  excluded those working less than 20 hours
until 1983, there was little case law under the MERA. The
instant case may well be the first in which a party has pursued
to a Board hearing a petition under the amended MERA which seeks
to include m employees in a job category without respect to
full or part-time status. Consistent with our case law under the

' The 50% rule was modified in Norwich City Cab Co.,
Decision No. 366 (1955), where full-timers often worked about 60
hours a week; the Board included part-timers working over 20
hours a week since that was representative of 50% of the more
traditional 40 hour week. And in Norwalk  Hospital, Decision No.
820 (1968), the Board included with full-time hospital employees
those employees working more than 16 hours per week because that
was a.@@cut-offgt which had ongoing significance within the
Employer's existing structure of employment. (Much of the above
summary is drawn from Darcy,  Foy, James & Kingston, Connecticut
Labor Relations Statutes and Decisions: Differences from Federal
Law, 9 Connecticut Law Review, 515-544, 524-528, (1977)).

' A brief catalogue of our decisions on the part-time 7..
exclusion may be helpful: Davidson & Leventhal,  Inc., supra [unit:
excludes those working less than 50% of full-time schedule];
Yankee Silversmith, Decision No. 429 (1956) supra [unit of
restaurant employees including those working less than 20 hours
per week); Norwich City Cab, Decision No. 366 (1955) [unit of cab
drivers excluding those working less than 20 hours per week];
Thompson Board of Education, Decision No. 925 (1970) [unit of all
regular school bus drivers] overruled in part by New Britain
Board of Education,  Decision No. 1201 (1974); Meriden  Wallingford
Hospital [I], Decision No. 1143  (1973) [unit of registered nurses
excluding those working less than 20 hours per week]; Meriden
Wallingford Hospital [II], Decision No. 1180 (1973) [unit of
registered nurses working less than 20 hours per week]; Danbury
Hospital, Decision No.
and part-time nurses].

1243 (1974)lcombined  unit of both full
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SLRA, we could simply limit the unit to dispatchers working over
20 hours per week, a unit which is certainly appropriate, and
retain the option of an additional unit of part-timers working
less than 20 hours per week. But there are scme other factors
here - the petition was for u dispatchers, and given the small
size of that group, there is a real possibility that the
dispatchers may not wish to be subdivided. A divided group may
be too small to be of interest to the Union or perceived by
employees as too small to engage effectively in collective
bargaining. Thus another approach has occurred to us which will
remain faithful to our policy against diluting the interests or
votes of full-timers but which would also implement our long-
standing commitment to considering the desires of employees.
Specifically, we will order dual self-determination elections in
which each group will reach its own conclusion about whether a
combined unit will dilute its interests. These elections will be
structured to a) let the full-time dispatchers express their
desires about having the part-time dispatchers included in their
unit, b) let the part-time dispatchers express their desires
about being included in a unit with the full-time dispatchers,
and c) let all dispatchers express whether or not they wish to be
represented by this petitioning union.

While we have not used this @#self-determination@  approach in
the past in cases involving full-time and part-time units, we
have had a long commitment to the concept of self-determination.
Town of Greenwich, Decision No. 800 (1968); Town of Soufzh
Windsor, Decision No. 866 (1969);
Decision No. 1438-A (1977).

Coventry Board  of Education,
And, in a parallel setting based on

consideration of justice and equity, we have let both non-
professional and professional employees vote about whether they
wanted to be represented in the same unit. Clifford W. Beers
Guidance Clinic, Decision No. 1104 (1973),  departing from the
more traditional approach under our Acts and the National Labor
Relations Act of simply letting the professionals decide if they
wished to be included in a unit with non-professionals.*

* The dual vote for professional/non-professional employees
was the approach under a Florida Statute.
Fla.Stat.Ann.S447,307(3)(h)(West  1981). It was also the
re-commended  approach of the Illinois Governor's Advisory
Commission on Labor-Management for Public Employees, Report and
Recommendations 20 (Mar., 1967). See discussion in Edwards,
Labor Relations Law in the Public Sector, Fourth Editions, 1991,
page 241. See also Welches  School District, Oregon Employee
Relations Board, ERB RC-78-89, 12 OECBR 12/ -- [WEA  sought to
combine unit of certified teachers (then represented by WEA)  and
unit of classified, non-professional personnel (then represented
by another union); combined unit was found appropriate but would
be instituted only upon vote of each group; separate showing of
interest required for each group].
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The "self-determination" election is premised on the
fact that here a combined unit is appropriate, but for the
possibility of 88diluting11 interests of each subgroup. All the
dispatchers share common wage rates, common work location, the
same supervision, and the same job duties. Of course, all five
part-time dispatchers at issue in this case do share a sufficient
community of interest with each other to constitute a separate
unit if they so desire. We note the regularity of their
employment,
interests.

their common working conditions and likely common
Even though some of the five part-time dispatchers

work more shifts than others, we note that all of the part-time
dispatchers are still working significantly less than half-time.
No facts have been presented to us which would prompt us to
exclude the dispatchers working only 1 shift every 2 weeks.

In sum, we direct new elections as described above.g  In
order to avoid further delay, we will not require that the Union
now submit a separate showing of interest in full-time and part-
time units, although we would require such in any future
petitions for dual self-determination votes.

3. The sunervisina  disnatcher's  status

Based on the rather sparse evidence concerning the actual
duties which were performed by the supervising dispatcher as of
the time of the hearing, we conclude that the position was not
supervisory within the definition of the Act.
include the position in the unit.

Accordingly, we

The only duties which were actually being performed by Mr.
Lindeborn which were distinct from those of the other dispatchers
were insufficient to meet the statutory criteria that the
principal functions of the position be characterized by not fewer
than two of the stated categories.'O Specifically, Lindeborn did

g If the union would be unwilling to represent a separate
unit of part-timers, it must so notify us and the choice on the
ballot will be limited accordingly.

_.

lo C.G.S.S4-473.(2)  reads as follows: *@ (2) The board shall
have the power to determine whether a position is covered by
sections 7-467 to 7-477, inclusive, in the event of a dispute
between the municipal employer and an employee organization. In
determining whether a position is supervisory the board shall
consider, among other criteria, whether principal functions of
the position are characterized by not fewer than two of the
following: (A) Performing such management control duties as
scheduling, assigning, overseeing and reviewing the work of
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do the scheduling and carried a beeper partly to make sure shifts
were covered. This does fall within criteria (A) of §7-471(2).
However, it seems unlikely that scheduling required much time,
given the size of the unit and the policy of working non-rotating
shifts. Lindeborn did make monthly ltcalllg  reports to the
Emergency Board, but the little evidence on this point indicates
that these were largely clerical. We are unable to conclude that
these scheduling and reporting duties were principal functions of
the position, especially since Lindeborn also was the sole
dispatcher on a regular shift performing standard dispatching
work. Other than scheduling, the other duties do not even fall
within the four statutory criteria, nor do we consider the salary
differential to be sufficient to be a strong indicia of
supervisory status.

We realize that the job description and related policy
manual included duties which were arguably indicative'of
supervisory status. However,,the  evidence did not establish that
these duties had been exercised. For example, there were new job
evaluation forms that had not yet been used for ,actual
evaluations by either the supervising dispatcher or anyone else.
No instances of proposed discipline of regular dispatchers had
arisen, which would demonstrate what, if any, role was played by
the supervising dispatcher. No clear evidence was presented
concerning the.hiring of new employees after the 1989 start of
operations at the Dispatching Center. We cannot presume that in
practice duties always will be performed as described or implied
by a description. We must base determinations as to supervisory
status on the duties actually being performed -- and on the
actual manner in which they are performed.

The newness of the operation may account for much of the
above, although we note that neither the supervising dispatcher
nor any regular dispatcher was called by either side to testify
on actual practice. While the Town's one witness was
conscientious in his testimony,
observing actual operations.

he really spends little time :,.
We realize that much time has

elapsed since our hearing, and that there may exist new
information based on operations since that time, but we can only

su.bordinate  employees; (B) performing such duties as are distinct
and dissimilar from those performed by the employees supervised;
(C) exercising judgement in adjusting grievances, applying other
established personnel policies and procedures and in enforcing
the provisions of a collective bargaining agreement; and (D)
establishing or participating in the establishment of performance
standards for subordinate employees and taking corrective
measures to implement those standards. The above criteria for
supervisory positions shall not necessarily apply to police or
fire departments."
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make our determination based on the existing record. Thus, we
include the supervising dispatcher in either the full-time or the
combined unit, whichever results from the election.

DIRECTION OF ELECTION

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by the Municipal
Employee Relations Act, it is hereby

ORDERED and DIRECTED, that an election by secret ballot be
conducted under the supervision of the Agent of the Board within
thirty (30) days of the issuance hereof, among

Employees holding the position of FULL-TIME DISPATCHER,
including the supervising dispatcher, who are in such
positions on the date of this DECISION and who continue
to be in such positions on the date of the election.

1. To determine whether they desire to be:

a) included in a unit with PART-TIME DISPATCHERS
for the purposes of collective bargaining

or

b) included in a unit of only FULL-TIME
dispatchers for the purposes of collective bargaining,
and

2. To determine whether they desire to be represented for
the purposes of collective bargaining by Local 1303, Council #4,
AFSCME, AFL-CIO.

***

Employees holding the position of PART-TIME DISPATCHER, :.
who are in such positions on the date of this DECISION
and who continue to be in such positions on the date of
the election.

1. To determine whether they desire to be:
-.

a) included in a unit with FULL-TIME DISPATCHERS
for the purposes of collective bargaining

or

b) included in a unit of only PART-TIME
dispatchers for the purposes of collective bargaining,
and
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2. To determine whether they desire to be represented for
the purposes of collective bargaining by Local 1303, Council #4,
AFSCME, AFL-CIO.

In the event the majority of both units voting separately
opt for a combined unit, there will be a single unit consisting
of full and part-time dispatchers. If a majority of either group
votes for a separate bargaining unit, there will be a unit of
full-time dispatchers and a separate unit of part-time
dispatchers.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR REVLATIONS

BY s/Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

s/Maraaret  A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau

s/Susan Meredith
Susan Meredith

TO:

Henry W. Bielawa, 1st Selectman
Town of Redding
Town Office Building, Route 107
Redding  Center, Ct. 06875

Michael N. LaValle, Esq.
Pullman, Comley, Bradley & Reeves
855 Main Street
Bridgeport, Ct. 06604

Bill Kluytenaar, Staff Representative
Local 1303, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
444 East Main Street
New Britain, Ct. 06051

Susan Creamer, Attorney
Local 1303, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
444 East Main Street
New Britain, Ct. 06051

Barbara J. Collins, Attorney
Law Offices of Gagne f Collins
207 Washington Street
Hartford, Ct. 06106
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